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INTRO
What do the so called
“Arab spring” in North
Africa, the crisis in Syria
and the current unrests in
Ukraine have in common?
An upper class of only a few
thousand people controls
almost all finance worldwide. This allows them to
throw nations resisting
their intended global dictatorship into turmoil, promising a stable world peace
and prosperity for everyone afterwards.
They own the world’s biggest armament companies,
with which they control
whole armies. Furthermore,
they own the most important world corporations,
such as the mass media,
pharmaceutical, food and
oil corporations and so on.
As a result, politicians of all
kind and even educational
and judicial systems have
become completely dependent on them. There is no
room for sovereign states
in their “New World
Order”. Therefore, the
agenda is definite: Either
the remaining independent
nations such as Syria, Iran,
Russia and China bow to
this inhuman elite leaders’
dictatorship or they will
face the same fate as Iraq,
Libya, Syria or currently
Ukraine. With the help of
this V&C special issue you
can decide yourselves
whether this is true.
The Editor (hm.)

Peaceful protesters or organized hitmen?
dec. Live recordings from Ukraine expose the lies of mass media, which call Yanukovych a
dictatorial mass murderer. All
the while, these same media
outlets report about supposedly
peaceful protesters. But while
security forces remain defensive and are solely concerned
about securing their territories,
they are being violently cornered by demonstrators for
days, attacked with sticks and

poles, sprayed in the face with
mace and chemicals, hit with
Molotov cocktails and other incendiary materials, charged at
with a bulldozer, bombarded
with paving stones and shot
from ambush! While Obama
portrays himself as an apostle
of peace, eyewitnesses report
that it has so far mostly been the
USA which has steered and financed these terrorist activities
in Ukraine. The security forces

“To preserve the exercise of power, in certain times it is
essential to help yourself with terror.”
Niccolo Machiavelli, 1531, Italian politician and philosopher

Is Interim Prime Minister Yatsenyuk a NATO agent?
hoj. Arseny Yatsenyuk has been
the officiating Interim Prime Minister since the violent coup in
Ukraine. In his latest article, German bestselling author and journalist Gerhard Wisnewski
describes him as an agent of the
USA and their allies. On the
website of Yatsenyuk's foundation “Open Ukraine” under the
heading “Partners” it is evident
to everyone which forces
supported his organization in
preparing the coup. Here are
some excerpts:
1. The “Black Sea Trust”: a USAmerican propaganda foundation
2. The “Chatham House”: a British network for international
affairs, funded by Rockefeller,
Bill Gates, the NATO, the EU
and the German KonradAdenauer Foundation, amongst
others.
3. The NATO itself: the “NATO
Information and Documentation
Center” - a propaganda organi-

zation which was specially founded for the Ukraine
4. The NED: an organization
financed by the US government
for the democratization of foreign countries. Allen Weinstein
who contributed to the foundation of the NED said: “A lot of
what we do today (through the
NED), was done secretly by the
CIA 25 years ago.”
5. Last but not least the US State
Department's signet is clearly
visible to everyone on the list of
Partners of new Interim Prime
Minister Arseny Yatsenyuk.
These interrelationships give the
impression that Arseny Yatsenyuk as the new Interim Prime
Minister of Ukraine does not
represent the needs of his own
people but the interests of the
western powers.
Sources:
http://openukraine.org/en/about/partners
http://info.kopp-verlag.de/
hintergruende/europa/gerhardwisnewski/auftragumsturz-neuerukraine-staatschef-ist-einagent-der-nato.html

have acted in self defense after
enduring for a long while, and
this is now sold to the people as
a government massacre. It is
high time to expose these distortions of the mass media and to
help the deceived people to
become conscious of the facts!
Sources:
www.klagemauer.tv/index.php?a=sho
wportal&keyword=bildung&id=2389
www.klagemauer.tv/index.php?a=sho
wportal&keyword=allvids&id=2429

Maidan-Opposition
sharpshooters hired by
transitional Ukrainian
government?
jh. The recorded telephone
call that showed up on YouTube between the European
Union representative of foreign affairs Catherine Ashton and Estonian Secretary of
State Urmas Paet, has been
verified as genuine by the Estonian office of the Secretary
of State. It contains the following description from Paet
after his visit to influential
activist Olga Bogomolet at
the end of February: “Very
unsettling... Olga also said,
that all the evidence shows
that the same sharpshooters
shot people on both sides, police and demonstrators. [...]
She showed me several photos and said that as a doctor
she can judge that it was the
same “handwriting”, the
same bullets...” Paet explained this to the EU representative of foreign affairs,
per telephone and added: “It
really is alarming that the new
continuation page 2
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coalition [...] does not want to
find out exactly what happened. That is why the insight
is spreading that not Yanukowych was behind the sharpshooters but the new transition government.
Sources:
www.youtube.com/watch?Feature=
player_embedded&v=JbWepHAaA_E
http://de.ria.ru/zeitungen/20140306/
267989102.html

Ukraine: National
uprising in Donetsk
hm. Many citizens of Donetsk
are extremely suspicious of the
illegitimate government in
Kiev. Suspicion is also high
towards
multimillionaire
Sergej Tarutat, whom this illegitimate government put into
the office of governor. Due to
this, on March 1st 2014 in a
citizens meeting in Donetsk
(Ukraine) the people elected
Pavel Gubarev as their governor. The 30 year old Gubarev is
working towards a referendum
with which the people of
Donetsk can decide themselves
whether they wish to remain in
the Ukraine or join the Russian
Federation. In a speech to thousands of Donetsk citizens, Gu-

Press conference with Putin
The press conference on March 4, tional interests to protect this peo2014 with the Russian president ple who were, as we think,
Putin has been dismissed by the historically, culturally and also
western media as eerie and the economically closely associated
contents were mostly ignored. with us - this is a humanitarian
Now president Putin gets a mission. We do not want to subjuchance to speak without censor- gate anybody or dictate someship that you can assess his thing to someone; but of course
answers yourself.
we can not stay aside when we
Question: “Are you not con- see that they get persecuted, that
cerned about a threatening war?” they get exterminated, that they
“No. That does not concern me get plagued.” [...]
because we have not planned to To the question of the future of
fight against the Ukrainian peo- Crimea: We do not promise them
ple. [...] It corresponds to our na- the annexation. I believe that only
barev
publicly
addressed
Russia’s president Putin, asking for help. Following this
Guberav was arrested by the
Ukrainian national police.
Gubarev and his supporters are
being accused of - amongst
other things - “damaging the
territorial integrity of the state”.
But is it not clear that they are
being persecuted because they
do not want to bow to a oneworld-government and give up
the sovereignty of the Ukraine?
Sources:
www.pravda-tv.ru/2013/12/20/31839
www.klagemauer.tv/?a=
showmediacomment&blockid=
385&id=2389&autoplay=true

vice president of Crimea, warned
via Interfax about provocation
preceding the planned referendum on March 16, 2014. In this
referendum the people of Crimea,
were to decide themselves between reuniting with Russia and
becoming part of the Ukraine.
Trying to torpedo the Crimean
peninsula’s plan to join the Russian Federation, the opposition
“Maidan”- activists drummed together enraged crowds. Moreover someone anonymously tried
to destroy citizen’s passports.
They illegally introduced them-

Source:
The entire press conference in image
and sound you will find on
www.klagemauer.tv/index.php?a=sho
wportal&keyword=bildung&id=2447

“Berkut” Ukrainian Police - disregarded victims of violence
mb. On February 20, 2014 the explosives and fire. Nobody
opposition to the government saw, how an 18 year old policecaused a bloodbath among the man was literally crucified on
security police in Kiev. The a gate. No one showed the
mass-media
labeled
it: broken arms and legs, the
“peaceful civilians shot” by horrible burns and damaged
law-enforcement organs. One bodies or the hundreds of smaof the members of the police shed helmets of our people!”
force “Berkut” reported: “The Who is giving the orders to the
press is bribed. Our main- media to keep silent about these
stream media fabricates and atrocities done to the Ukrainispreads lies. They report as if an police force “Berkut”?
Sources:
we were simply killing and
www.pravda-tv.ru/2013/12/20/31839
maiming peaceful citizens
www.klagemauer.tv/?a=
here and no one shows how
showmediacomment&blockid
=385&id=2389&autoplay=true
we have been martyred with
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Referendum in Crimea at risk
tob. On March 8th, Olga Kovitidy,

the people living there are able
and allowed to decide on their
future. And when it was allowed
to the Kosovo-Albanians in Kosovo for example or when it was
already allowed in many other
parts of the world to handle the
right to self-determination in this
way, which according to my
knowledge, is embodied in many
documents of the UN – then nobody has to abolish this right.”

selves as members of the election
committee and required people to
identify themselves with their
passports, supposedly to compare
these to the voting register. Credulous citizens showed their passports which were then torn up or
simply stolen. There are also reports of someone anonymously
going from house to house and
offering people 600 Griven* for
voting against joining the
Russian Federation. American
Secretary of State, John Kerry,
emphasized during his talk with
Russia’s Secretary of State,
Lavrov that Crimea is Ukrainian

territory. On Monday, March 10th,
official White House spokesman
Jay Carney stated: “The referendum will not be legitimate according to the Ukrainian constitution
and for this reason will not be
recognized by the USA nor our
allies and partners.”
*For comparison: retired citizens
receive a pension of an average of
1200 Griven monthly.
Sources:
http://de.ria.ru/society/20140310/
268010084.html
http://lenta.ru/news/2014/03/08/
provocations/

Those who realize how
deviously the power elite,
seeking world dominance
are going about their
business, take it as their
first civil duty to commit
themselves to joining the
world-wide V&C network.
Spreading truthful
information helps prevent
nations from being
exploited and destroyed!
Every single one of us has
the future in our hands - per
Hand-to-Hand Express!
The Editor (hm.)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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